EC ON O MIC D EV ELO PM ENT

Has your company adopted a mission statement that focuses on how the revenue generated
contributes to the wealth not only of its owners and employees but also for its stakeholders and
the surrounding community?

1. Our mission is pure and simple – we inspire and nurture the human spirit through good
healthy food that comes from a good place. At Tiato & An Catering, we understand that our
success is dependent on the success of the community. From our Santa Monica neighbors
and fellow business professionals to the neighbors where our food is grown – we are
committed to helping communities thrive where we do business. Bringing people together in a
welcoming environment, inspiring a healthy way of eating, and making a positive difference in
people's lives – is what we do and how we bring goodness to the community. It’s a
commitment we made rooted in the belief that we can balance profitability and a social
conscience. Tiato sources local, healthy and sustainable products from fruits to seafood, hires
locally, and utilizes sustainable goods in the retail market, restaurant and catering services. We
opt for small local vendors with superior products when we do our shopping.

What is your company long-term sustainable economic development strategy and how does
your company implement policies to that end?
2. Tiato’s long-term sustainable economic development strategy is to offer a healthy and
sustainable dining experience with a wide variety of menu items in an extraordinarily diverse
eco-chic venue space – that’s located in a LEED Certified building. Located in the heart of
Santa Monica’s business district, Tiato is open Monday through Friday for breakfast and lunch
and offers guests a full-service, quick service or to-go service dining option. We offer these
diverse products and services because we are aware of our customer’s diverse needs. Tiato is
located in the Lionsgate/Viacom Building. Our customer base is diverse and is split between
assistants, interns, studio heads and top level executives from our building and surrounding
businesses. When establishing our business in this community, we made a conscience effort to
keep prices lower on the quick service market side versus the full service dining side, to provide
guests on a budget a healthy dining option that also fits their wallet. We also offer an organic
salad bar and charge by the pound so customers can order as much or as little as they like.
Guests can choose to dine inside Tiato’s eco-chic dining room or outdoors in Tiato’s
sustainable herb & citrus garden. The outdoor garden area at Tiato is a serene eco-conscious
sanctuary in the city and boasts the largest outdoor dining space on the Westside
independent of a hotel. The space was designed to be welcoming and relaxing. It offers
people at work a nice “break” and serves as a neighborhood gathering place. Tiato offers a
wide variety of healthy, organic, gluten-free and vegan menu options in addition to a retail
market with healthy snacks, vegan treats, an fresh organic juice bar and “a coffee bar that
gives back.”
In addition, Tiato doubles as an event space and is capable of hosting a wide range of parties
sized from an intimate group of 12 in the private dining room to a 500 person gala in the
outdoor garden. With the help of An Catering, Tiato’s full service eco-friendly catering
company, Tiato is able to host a variety of functions from weddings, bar/bat mitzvah, to red
carpet corporate functions. An Catering was proclaimed “Star Caterer to the Stars” by the Los
Angeles Times, and compliments the event planning services at Tiato’s beautiful venue.
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Tiato has become a great place for fundraisers and community events, and has been key in
generating dollars for well-deserved causes.
Tiato focuses on human connections, and integrates the wishes and desires of the City of
Santa Monica’s residents and business professionals. We are committed to upholding a
culture where diversity is valued and integrated daily in our business decisions.
Sur ve ys a nd I mpl em en ta ti on s
We understand that innovation of products and services is key to the success of a company
and we are proactive in assessing our customer’s changing needs. Before Tiato opened in
May 2010, we took several community surveys to find out what types of food the residents and
business professionals in the local Santa Monica area wanted served at their community
restaurant. When we reviewed the surveys, we received an overwhelming response for not only
organic and sustainable menu items, but the community wanted vegan and gluten-free
menu options as well. Tiato’s chefs have created an innovative menu as diverse as the
neighborhood. We proactively step out into the community, invited or neighbors in for a free
macaroon and for feedback and suggestions. We understand that we serve the community,
and it is one of our goals to give the community what they want. In-store we offer recycled
comment cards and a suggestion box, as well as, a link on our website to send us comments.
We send periodic email surveys “A Cookie for your thought,” asking customers to give us
feedback on their experience in exchange for one their favorite Tiato’s chocolate cookies.
Many of our ideas for our market products, our menu items, and our venue design came
directly from our customers.
We are constantly focused on remaining competititive in the areas of customer satisfaction
with a focus on price, quality and service. One of the missions at Tiato & An Catering is to
provide value to its customers, whether they are dining in or book us for a private event, the
guests will find the food, experience and ambiance to be “best in class” and provide great
value to the customer for the dollars spent. We understand that guests have many dining and
venue options and we take great pride in understanding the customer’s needs, fulfilling and
anticipating those needs. We believe that by providing guests with a high quality product at a
fair price and by connecting with our customers, we are able to give them what they desire –
a healthy, unique and sustainable product that equals happiness and healthy way of living.
Our c om pa ny su st ain a bl e ec o no mic str ate g y f oc uses o n 5 ke y ele me nt s: em pl oye e s,
cu st om ers, su p plier s, o ur co mm unity a nd d e si gn.
Empl o yee s - We seek out and engage employees who are as diverse as the communities we serve.
Focusing on employee development by educating and engaging our employees, and always getting
their feedback and thoughts.
C ust om ers - We extend the sustainable Tiato & An Catering experience to all customers, recognizing
and responding to their unique preferences and needs. We guarantee an exceptional customer
experience by connecting with our customers in a culturally relevant way.
C omm u nitie s - We support and invest our local neighborhoods through strategic partnerships and
economic development opportunities that deepen our ties with the communities we serve. Donate our
space for Local art events, such as Art of Palooza, which allows local artists to showcase their art and
music in our venue.
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Sup pli ers - We welcome the products of local farmers, small family owned vendors and eco-friendly
suppliers. We consistently work and seek to diversify our suppliers and increase our list of minority and
women owned suppliers.
De sig n – We are uncompromising when it comes to the materials used in the design of our restaurant
and event productions. We remain environmental conscious in all that we do and materials we choose.

The effectivness and results of our efforts can be seen in our growing business and attention
from the press. We have had an overwhelming response to Tiato as a westside eco-chic venue
space. Daily Candy hailed Tiato as “An exotic bent & a casual ecoindustrial vibe.“ Because of
our eco-friendly endevors, An Catering won Biz Bash’s prestegious Caterer of the Year Award for
an all vegan menu that we created. Tiato has been proclaimed as “Santa Monica’s hidden
gem“ by the Santa Monica Mirror. Tiato and An Catering consistently make headlines in
publications like: The Los Angeles Times, KTLA, Angeleno Magazine, LA Confidential, Good Day
LA, Wallpaper Magazine, Genlux, the Santa Monica Mirror, CSQ Magazine, Biz Bash, Daily
Candy, Eater LA and Westside Magazine… just to name a few.

How does your company improve the productivity of individual employees, groups of
employees and operations? Such policies may focus on skill building, team building and other
strategies?
3. Tiato & An Catering is relentlessly dedicated to increasing the productivity of our employees,
initiatives and general operations. A set group comprised of Operations Director, HR Directors,
Managing Partners and outside consultants meet regularly to focus on a variety of topics from
operations, management to budget. Our meetings are open to input from employees and
we encourage that input. Two times each year, we hold a three day operational boot camp
where we focus on logistics, brand goals, and service objectives. The entire team is invited to
join the An Family and attend the event - it gives us the opportunity to discuss our core brand
values, company goals and logistical issues that can be overcome to increase productivity. It
is also a time when each employee has an additional opportunity to give suggestions and
feedback. We believe that a productive team saves the company dollars that can be put
back into the company and used to create more jobs for the community.

How does your company commit to creating quality jobs (jobs of dignity for individuals) as
well as job growth in the community?
4. Our company is committed to creating quality jobs as well as job growth in the community.
Tiato & An Catering has many leaders but one common culture – a culture dedicated to
compassionate and quality service to our customers. That commitment also extends to
employees. We are an organization of leaders, support staff and mentors. Each has an
important part to play in our efforts to better the human condition. We enjoy a diverse
employee population representing a variety of ages, ethnicities and professions. Respect for
this blend of perspectives is demonstrated by:
• A workplace that values you as an individual, treats you fairly and is supportive of
community involvement.
• An inclusive work environment in which we:
— Treat everyone with fairness, dignity and respect.
— Recruit and retain a diverse staff reflective of the customers and
communities we serve.
— Celebrate our cultural differences.
• Managers who are visible, accessible, practice an “Open Door” philosophy
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We like to see and we encourage inner company growth. Throughout the year, Tiato and its
sister restaurants host “Employee Team Training Days” where any of House of An’s employees
have the opportunity to join fellow team members to refine their service skills or learn new skills if
they wish to advance from their current position.
Our “Manager Mentor Program” was created to offer employees who have worked with the
company for over two years, the opportunity to advance to a management position within the
House of An umbrella of restaurants. We encourage our employees to participate and offer
fun prizes for those who show commitment to service excellence. Tiato & An Catering believe
that conducting business ethically and striving to always do the right thing are vital to the
success of the company. Business Ethics and Compliance is a program that supports our
mission and helps protect our culture and the reputation of our brand by providing resources
that help employees make ethical decisions at work – therefore creating a fun, honest,
encouraging and professional work environment for all of our employees.
Tiato & An Catering empowers all employees to consistently make good decisions that impact
our reputation every day. Individual actions at work shape how the community views Tiato &
An Catering, which is why it’s so important that our employees each take responsibility for our
mission and act fairly in all situations. If one of our employees is unsure of what to do in any
given situation, we teach them that they have support and have enacted a company-wide
open door policy.
From the beginning, we have recognized that our employees are critical to our continued
success as both a restaurant and a venue. Tiato was proclaimed a “Hidden Gem” by the
Santa Monica Mirror and An Catering was proclaimed “Star Caterer to the Stars” by the Los
Angeles Times, and that is due to the direct result of our employees.
How we conduct our business and how we treat others - our fellow employees, customers,
communities, suppliers and shareholders - will continue to determine how the community
views Tiato & An Catering and will create more jobs for the community as our business grows.
Because we treat our employees as stakeholders in our company, we provide a work
environment where our employees are an integral part of the success of our company. We
believe that we, as a company, are not only caretakers of Tiato & An Catering’s reputation but
are caretakers for our employees wellbeing. This is core to the success of our business.
SOCI AL R ES PO NSIBI LT Y

What work-life and social policies and programs does your company offer to employees?

1. Our mission statement reminds us that above all else we are committed to the
improvement of human life through healthy, organic foods and a sustainable environment for
all. When we speak of our mission, we usually think about our dedication to our customers and
our commitment to them. We are also equally committed to our employees. Our employees
are part of an organization with a long history of compassion and service to our loyal
customers. The degree to which we as an organization can provide high quality food,
impeccable service and an uncompromising eco-friendly ambiance is highly dependent on
how well our employees are able to perform their jobs and how happy they are performing
those duties.
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Tiato & An Catering is committed to providing our employees with a healthy work environment
and rewarding career. These guiding principles reflect our commitment to our employees in
five areas: Culture, Leadership, Voice, Compensation and Rewards, and Staffing. As a
member of the Tiato / An Catering family, our employees can be assured of:
• A safe and non-toxic place to work
• Having the tools, equipment and training necessary to efficiently perform their
duties
• Open and available communication with the company owners, HR department,
supervisors and the leadership of Tiato & An Catering
• A fair application of workplace policies, procedures and disciplinary
proceedings
• Fair and understandable compensation and benefits
Tiato & An Catering is a family owned business and so we “get it” when it comes to family, and
we offer many family-friendly policies and benefits for our employees. Our generous maternity
and paternity policy provides up to 52 weeks unpaid leave for certain family and medical
reasons that qualify could receive up to 52 weeks of unpaid leave for employees who have or
whose family member has a serious illness in the United States. Our full time employees are
offered some of the best life insurance policy options available. We also offer discounted
yoga and health club rates for our employees through our partners. Whether it’s one of our
dishwashers or our general managers, we offer employees a flexible schedule and the ability
to “trade shifts” as needed and with no questions asked. Many of our employees are also
parents and students. While the shift hours are set, we offer our employees the flexibility and
opportunity to work as few or as many hours as they would like. We listen to our employees
and understand that everyone has different circumstances, and we do our best to
accommodate those employees who need special assistance.
Frequently, we ask our employees to review us! We like to make sure that we are always going
above and beyond the standard benefits package to keep our employees healthy and
happy. Tiato & An Catering solicits input for benefits by designating one individual in HR to
oversee all benefit suggestions and requests. Frequently, throughout the year, all new and
proposed employee benefits and concerns are reviewed by the HR department and The An
Family. Our HR department is happy to take direct phone calls and emails from employees
who may have concerns or suggestions about benefits. Additionally, Tiato & An Catering
regularly review competitor benefits and pay to make sure we are ahead of the game; we
offer our employees one of the best places to work in the community.
If an employee is moving out of the area or changing careers, we understand, and we are
always happy to write letters of referral that come straight from the company owners. After an
employee has been with the company for two years or more, we offer tuition assistance
programs to help that employee further their education. We offer no interest loans that can be
used for tuition and books and let the employee pay back the loan over time. For employees
who have been committed to the company for over three years, we offer training and tuition
grants and scheduling flexibility.
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What is your company doing to create a positive work environment?

2. Tiato & An Catering believe a positive work environment is key to the continued success of
the company. Our employees are the eyes and ears of our operation and our open door
policy is a key ingredient to our positive work environment. Our “Asking for Guidance and
Voicing Concerns Open Door Policy” coincides with our Anti-Retaliation Policy: Tiato & An
Catering does not tolerate retaliation against or the victimization of any employee who raises
concerns or questions regarding a potential violation of the Standards of Business Conduct or
any Tiato & An Catering policy that he or she reasonably believes to have occurred.
Tiato & An Catering make it easy to voice concerns. Our core values require compliance with
the law, as well as ethical conduct. If our employees feel that these standards have not been
met, need access to policies, or have any questions, we encourage them to ask for guidance
or voice their concerns by contacting any of the following resources:
Our Operations Manager, General Manager, Kitchen Manager or Office Manager
Our Director of HR
One of our Managing Partners
Anonymously through our suggestions/concerns box located in the restaurant office
Our employees concerns are taken seriously, and all information provided is treated in a
confidential manner.
While we understand the importance of easy access for employees to voice concerns, we
also love hearing about and implementing our employees’ ideas and encourage them to
share their thoughts with us as often as possible. Each month, we offer an employee group
meeting and brainstorming session where employees are encouraged to attend and voice
their thoughts.
We evaluate employees two times a year or whenever requested by a committed employee
looking for advancement. Many of our kitchen staff started as interns and have worked their
way into a full-time position.

Does your company offer summer jobs, internships or other programs aimed at developing
skills and employability among diverse groups?
3. Each year, the owners and Chef volunteer to teach Hollywood Hearts – a non-profit
organization that teaches “at risk” kids how to cook healthy dishes at their home. We offer
intern experience for students at culinary schools and job training opportunities to students at
Santa Monica City College. Tiato & An Catering offer summer job opportunities for local
students, kitchen internships for culinary students, and minority training and fellowship programs
for individuals interested in gaining experience in the restaurant industry. Tiato & An Catering
actively encourage multicultural individuals and individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds
to apply for an open position or enroll in House of An’s training program. Culinary interns gain
hands-on experience in a bustling high-volume kitchen and learn everything from creating
menu specials to how to cook for large catered parties. In exchange for their hard work, our
culinary interns gain front line experience and knowledge from our top chefs and culinary
masters. Additionally, each year, The An Family Foundation, a non-profit organization
established by The An Family, hosts several women from Vietnam and places them with a
mentor in the organization to learn the operations of the restaurant industry.
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How does your company support local charities and community programs? These may include
financial donations, in-kind contributions, community-volunteer incentives for employees, and
regular involvement with cultural or environmental local organizations.
4. Tiato & An Catering has a well known reputation for supporting local charities and
community programs and has been doing so for a long time. Example 1: One of Tiato’s
customers asked the owner to host an event to raise money for the Japan Foundation. The
owners agreed, donated Tiato as a venue space and catered the event. 100% of the net
proceeds went to benefit the Tsunami victims. Tiato got the neighborhood involved and raised
over $30,000 for the cause.

The An Family Foundation supports minorities, women, children and the arts. 2.) Each year
Tiato donates the venue space to the preschool next door to provide the graduating class a
place to hold their “lasagna night”, where the pre-k students cook lasagna and serve their
parents the food. 3) Each year, Tiato & An Catering donate several thousands of dollars in gift
certificates and in-kind food donations to local area schools and charities. When donating a
gift certificate to be used at a charity auction, and to make the items more exciting, Tiato & An
Catering create a unique experience for the charity or school to auction. For instance, one
donation item may include dinner for four and a “meet & greet” with Chef Helene An to a
private catered event at Tiato for 30 people. In the past, this item has been auctioned has
raised more than ten thousand dollars. Tiato & An Catering are also very proactive in creating
partnerships with local charities. 4.) The owners of Tiato were approached by a woman looking
for a sponsorship to ride her motorbike across the country – this was not an ordinary sponsorship
request. Instead of money, the woman wanted to use our kitchen oil and turn it into biofuel for
her journey – of course we agreed… and she made it across the county! 5.) Annually, Tiato
participates in the building’s “ Wellness Fair” and promotes fresh pressed juice and healthy
food options at a discounted price for the event. 6.) When choosing our coffee vendor, we
negotiated with our vendor to donate eight percent of the dollars we spend with them when
we purchase coffee to The An Family Foundation. In addition, last year, Tiato hosted an event
for the Westside Food Bank’s Annual Holiday Food Drive. Tiato raised over 1200 cans of food
for the event. Tiato also partners with the TJ Martell Foundation and P.S. Arts for two locally held
Santa Monica events.
Because of this family owned businesses’ constant on- going effort to give back, in 2012, CASA
(Court Appointed Special Advocates) recognized the An Family and House of An with a top
honor for their philanthropically work in Los Angeles and Orange County. The award gala
raised over one million dollars for the single evening – a record number for any CASA fundraiser
and it was done in no small part, by the An Family.
ST EWAR DSHI P OF THE N AT URA L ENVI R ON M ENT

Regarding your company’s use of resource areas energy, water, waste and pollution
prevention, what conservation or environmentally-preferred measures does your company
implement?
1. As a Certified Green Business, Tiato & An Catering’s continued success depends upon
sustaining our environment, the people in our company, the community, and our business.
Tiato & An Catering are committed to a role of environmental leadership in all facets of our
business. We fulfill this mission by a commitment to:
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• Understanding environmental issues and sharing information with our employees
• Developing innovative and flexible solutions to bring about change
• Buy, sell and use environmentally friendly products
• Recognizing that fiscal responsibility is essential to our environmental future
• Instilling environmental responsibility as a corporate value
• Measuring and monitoring our progress for each project
• Encouraging all employees to share in our mission
Environmental Commitment - All employees should seek ways to proactively address the
environmental impacts of our operations and suggest ways of change to our management.
Tiato & An Catering understands that environmental responsibility is necessary if we hope to
preserve our world for generations to come.
Our commitment to contribute positively to the environment is of the utmost importance to our
company. We elaborated further on this commitment in 2007 when An Catering was founded
and we adopted our environmental mission statement, which guides our approach to
minimizing our environmental footprint. Tiato & An Catering have continuously evolved and
expanded our definition of environmental responsibility and what it means to be an
environmental leader.
Tiato & An Catering has always been committed to the responsible use of environmental
resources. That's why we designed Tiato from the ground-up with an eco-conscious mind and
implemented a set of eco-practices when ordering from our vendors. Tiato was strategically
designed to dramatically reduce the need for artificial lighting. Floor to ceiling windows allow
ample daylight into the restaurant without the need for high energy use lighting. Café sensors
dim the restaurant lighting during the day and automatic light sensors shut off the lights when a
room is empty. Tiato HVAC system was converted to an energy efficient system and the
restaurant appliances are Energy Star rated. Energy Star is a partnership among appliance
and equipment manufacturers, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) and the
U.S. Department of Energy to manufacturer appliances that exceed government efficiency
standards by 10 to 25 percent. Employees are encouraged to alert management of any
unnecessary use of energy or suggestions to further diminish our footprint. We have low
lighting, dimmer switches, automatic timers throughout the restaurant, and compost bins.
We have made reductions wherever practical in our consumption of energy, fuel, water and
materials by designing Tiato using sustainable woods, countertops, fabrics and lighting that are
more environmentally conscious and energy-efficient than other restaurant concepts. We
minimize water use with low-flow automatic sinks, while still maintaining the highest standards of
sanitation and food safety in the industry. Our office computers are set to sleep after two
minutes of non-use. We have two recycle bins in the office and a full recycling station in the
café. We have educational signs posted in the café and patrons are encouraged to learn
about recycling.

What procurement policies does your company maintain that specify the purchase of
environmentally preferable products such as paper and office supplies, food, cleaning
supplies, building materials and furnishings, and energy and water efficient equipment? This
could include contracting with suppliers that provide environmentally preferable products or
services.
2. Tiato & An Catering has developed an environmentally friendly procurement policy for
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food, restaurant supplies, paper, cleaning supplies, building materials, décor, energy and
water efficiency equipment. Our management staff contracts with local vendors to provide
eco-friendly and organic products that we use in our company. Our staff uniforms are made
from eco-friendly fabric and the ink is soy based.
FOOD/ Retail Products: Our chefs shop local for sustainable and organic ingredients that make
up the dishes on our menu. We believe that if we support local sustainable farms, it is not only
better for our customers and the environment, but we are also providing jobs for those local
farmers. Guests can find a sustainable wine and beer collection at the bar. We often host
biodynamic and organically grown wine tasting events with vineyards like Paul Dolan where we
educate guests on healthy wine options. We select items in our retail market such as “BOX
Water”. which donates 10% of sales to the World Water Relief Foundation & 10% to the
Reforestation Foundation.
PAPER: Tiato & An Catering use only FSC, Green Seal Certified, post-consumer recycled,
chlorine-free paper in a variety of sizes for our copiers and printers. Our letterhead, business
cards, and printed marketing collateral is also recycled stock and printed with plant based ink
as much as possible.
RESTAURANT PAPER PRODUCTS: Tiato & An Catering has a 100% recycled to-go product policy.
All of our to-go products from our to-go coffee cups, sleeves, containers, napkins and plastic
wear are all 100% compostable. We encourage shoppers to bring their own recycled to-go
bags, and when they do – we give them a 10% discount.
CLEANING SUPPLIES: Most of the cleaning supplies we use at Tiato & An Catering are Green
Seal Certified and none of them contain any harmful ingredients such as VOC (Volatile
Organic Compounds), Chlorine, Bleach, Phosphates, Sodium Laureth Sulfate and other
Sulfates, and Petroleum-based products.
BUILDING MATERIALS: Tiato’s raw concrete floors, recycled Wyoming Snow Fence wood walls,
FSC certified woods, eco-friendly fabrics and lighting fixtures, table tops and chairs are all
made from eco-friendly products – and housed in a LEED Certified Building. At Tiato’s
architecturally stunning 18-seat bar made completely out of FSC (Forrest Stewardship Council)
certified wood,
Our kitchen oil is picked up weekly and turned into hand soap for our restaurant. The soap is six
times cleaner than conventional hand soap… and it smells really good to! Our kitchen oil is
also recycled and used by Geo-Green to produce bio-fuel. The oil is picked up each week at
all of our restaurants. We tell our vendors to use less packaging, we return re-useable
packaging to our vendors to use again and we absolutely refuse Styrofoam products of any
kind. We know that without compromising quality and value for our customers, we can make
a big difference to the environment. Our Sustainability Policy requires our corporate office to
always print double-sided and to recycle paper. Often times, the paper in our recycle bin is
used by servers to make scratch pads that they use to take orders. Most of our marketing is
done through email and online. When we print marketing materials, we always use recycled
paper even if the cost is greater.
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What measures are in place to reduce traffic congestion and the pollution associated with
transportation? What policies or programs does your company have in place to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions or purchase carbon offsets?

3. We encourage our employees and customers to walk, take public transportation, or ride
their bike to Tiato… and we offer incentives for them to do it! Tiato offer’s customers and
employees complimentary use of bike racks located in the parking structure. When you ride to
Tiato – your drink is on us! Employees are encouraged to carpool and we schedule neighbors
for the same shifts to make it easier for them. We hire locally as much as possible and enforce
the City of Santa Monica transportation policies.
We offer our clients a fun way to off-set their event’s carbon footprint. Through Carbonfund.org,
our clients have the option to purchase carbon credits for parties up to 500 guests. We
believe this is not only excellent for the environment and help fights global warming, but it’s fun
and educational as well. At the client’s request, we post signs at the event that say “The
carbon footprint for this event has been off-set!” The average American’s carbon footprint is
50,000 pounds per year. We like to think that by offering this service to clients, Tiato & An
Catering is helping to lower that number one event at a time.

How does your company offer employee training about environmental policies? How does
your company integrate environmental issues and policies into employee manuals and staff
meetings?

4. As a leader in the restaurant industry, Tiato & An Catering offers environmental policies
training during each training session we hold for our employees. In addition to printed signs for
employees in the café, we include our environmental policies into our training manuals and
often send email updates and fun reminders about our policies to our employees. Our green
practices are reviewed frequently by management to make sure all employees are in
compliance and are being encouraged to support the environment. We train our employees
from the beginning about our policies, about our compostable to-go food line and products,
and about the importance of following our guidelines and relaying our message to the
customer.

How does your company support environmental restoration efforts and environmental
organizations?
5. Tiato & An Catering love to partner with environmental causes. In addition to purchasing
carbon offset credits, we partner with various environmental organizations throughout the year.
Our partnership with the EMA (Environmental Media Awards) is just one way we help where ever
we can. In addition to a donation of food and services to 800 people at the annual event,
Tiato went above and beyond and donated 10% of sales back to EMA during Environmental
Awareness Month. Last year, Tiato/ An Catering was the host for the TreePeople Gala.
TreePeople is an environmental nonprofit that unites the power of trees, people and
technology to grow a sustainable future for Los Angeles. This year, for Valentine’s Day, Tiato &
An Catering will partner with Carbonfund.org for an exciting “Buy Two, Ge t One Tr ee “
promotion. We will offer our sustanable cocktail menu and when a guest orders two drinks,
Tiato & An Catering will donate a newly planted tree in their honor. Tiato received an award
from Sea Shepard for our Vegan Menu.
Submitted by Joey Sapone | 310.926.7632 | joeysapone@gmail.com
Owner: Catherine An | 323.460.4387| catherine@houseofan.com
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From our tra ini ng m an ua l…

HOUSE OF AN & SUSTAINABILTY
House of An’s continued success depends upon sustaining our environment, the
people in our company and communities, and our business. House of An has always
been committed to the responsible use of environmental resources.
That's why we:
Shop local for sustainable meats, poultry and seafood – and use organic products
whenever possible from our interior design elements to our food... and even the hand
soaps we use in the restrooms. We make reductions wherever practical in our
consumption of energy, fuel, water and materials by designing our concepts using
sustainable woods, countertops, fabrics and lighting that are more environmentally
conscious and energy-efficient than other restaurant concepts. We Minimize water use
while still maintaining the highest standards of sanitation and food safety in the industry.
We tell our vendors to use less packaging. We know that without compromising quality
and value for our customers, we can make a big difference to the environment with a
few steps – and that is what we do at House of An.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1. TIATO’S WOOD BAR STOCKED WITH BIODYNAMIC BEER & WINE 2. RECLAIMED WYOMING SNOW FENCE 3. MASTER CHEF HELENE AN PICKING VINE RIPE-TOMATOES 4. SUCCULENTS IN THE GARDEN 5. RECYCLED WINE BOX & SNOW FENCE CAFE DOORS 6. FRESH INGREDIENTS FOR THE SALAD BAR 7. PRIVATE DINING ROOM WITH ECO FABRIC CHAIRS &
RECLAIMED WOOD TABLE.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1. FRESH ORGANIC DELI-CASE ITEMS WITH VEGAN OPTIONS 2. HEALTHY CHICKEN SANDWICH 3. TIATO’S RETAIL MARKET & ORGANIC SALAD
BAR 4. TIATO’S OUTDOOR SUSTAINABLE DINING AREA WITH HERB & CITRIC GARDEN

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: 1. DELICIOUS ORGANIC VIETNAMESE BEEF BAGUETTE 2. FRESH TIATO INGREDIENTS 3. CHEF PAUL TEACHING STAFF ABOUT HERBS 4. FRESH
CHICKEN PHO 5. CHEF HELENE WITH HER DAUGHTER AND OWNER OF TIATO, CATHERINE AN 6. STAFF HAVING FUN IN THE MARKET

Staff Memo
TIATO’S CITY OF SANTA MONICA

GREEN CERTIFICATION
AND HOW YOU CAN HELP US STAY GREEN

TAKE THE BUS, CARPOOL OR BIKE TO WORK!

IF YOU NEED INFO ON RIDESHARE OR BUS DETAILS, PLEASE ASK YOUR MANAGER..

BIKE RACKS ARE LOCATED IN THE GARAGE.

REMIND CUSTOMERS TO BRING THEIR REUSABLE BAGS

WHEN SHOPPING IN THE MARKET OR FOR CUSTOMERS WHO REGULARLY
PLACE TO-GO ORDERS.

ENCOURAGE REGULAR COFFEE TO-GO CUSTOMERS
TO BRING THEIR OWN COFFEE MUGS.
TURN ALL LIGHTS OFF WHEN NOT IN USE.
THROW YOUR TRASH & RECYCLABLES IN THE CORRECT BIN
AND ENCOURAGE GUESTS TO DO THE SAME THING.
PRINT DOUBLE-SIDED & USE PAPER FROM THE RECYCLE BIN.
TELL OUR VENDORS - NO TO STYROFOAM PACKAGING! AND
TO USE AS LITTLE PACKAGING AS POSSIBLE.
USE THE GREEN SEAL CLEANING PRODUCTS AND LET YOUR
MANAGER KNOW IF WE ARE OUT, OR IF YOU FIND A PRODUCT
WE CURRENTLY USE THAT COULD BE “GREEN REPLACED.”
LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS TO HELP
)

+

ENVIRONMENTALLY
=

CONSCIOUS

2B GREEN

10 EASY THINGS YOU CAN DO TODAY
1. SHOP AT THE FARMER’S MARKET

LOCALLY GROWN PRODUCE IS HEALTHIER FOR YOU & THE PLANET!

2. CHANGE A LIGHTBULB TO A COMPACT FLUORESCENT
SAVE MONEY & ENERGY!

3. DRIVE LESS

USE MASS TRANSIT OR CARPOOL, WALK OR BIKE TO WORK

4. RECYCLE MORE & BUY MORE RECYCLED PRODUCTS
PROPERLY DISPOSE OF YOUR WASTE IN TIATO’S BINS.

5. CHECK YOUR TIRES

CORRECT AIR PRESSURE SAVES YOU GAS!

6. BE A MINIMALIST

AVOID ACCESS PACKAGING (CUT YOUR GARBAGE BY 10%
AND SAVE 1200 LBS. OF CARBON DIOXIDE PER YEAR)

7. ADJUST YOUR THERMOSTAT

NOT TOO HOT..NOT TOO COLD

8. SAVE WATER

TURN THE WATER OFF, EVERY DROP COUNTS.
INSTALL LOW FLOW SHOWER HEADS

9. PLANT A TREE

OVER ITS LIFE, A TREE WILL ABSORB ONE TON
OF CARBON DIOXIDE

10. TURN IT OFF

SHUTTING OFF ELECTRONIC DEVICES WHEN NOT IN USE SAVES
1000’S OF POUNDS OF CARBON DIOXIDE PER YEAR

+
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